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Abstract: Spectrum Sensing (SS) is a foremost step to
implement next generation Cognitive Radio (CR) systems. The
primary goal of a SS technique is to examine whether the Primary
User (PU) is in active state or not by analyzing the surrounding
radio environment. Traditional methods such as energy detection
and Matched Filter Detection (MFD) schemes along with decision
making circuits are generally used in SS. However, these
techniques are developed under cooperative scenarios and they
are used to sense single PU (narrowband sensing). In
non-cooperative scenarios and fading channel conditions,
traditional techniques produce higher false alarm. If Secondary
User (SU) is occupied in the channel then SS task is more difficult.
In order to overcome these limitations, a narrowband and
wideband SS algorithm using Automatic Modulation
Classification (AMC) and Time-Frequency Transform (TFT) is
developed in this paper. The performance analysis of proposed
AMC and TFT based SS technique under various channel
conditions which is also described in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Based on the spectrum band of interest, the SS methods
can be categorized in to Narrowband SS (NSS) and
Wideband SS (WSS) techniques. The existing NSS
approaches such as energy detection, MFD and feature based
techniques is used to find whether a particular carrier of the
spectrum is present in that geo-graphical location or not
[1-3]. On the contrary, existing WSS [4-6] approaches such
as FFT, WT and Filter bank techniques are used to identify
group of carriers of a wideband to be occupied or vacant
[7-8]. In fact, both these techniques are necessary for a
successful SU communication. Initially, a WSS is required to
identify the available/ unoccupied carriers in a specific
spectrum band. After analyzing the available frequencies,
best available band is selected according to application
requirement so that SU can occupy that band. Once carrier
frequency has been chosen, then SU initiates the data
transfer. It is necessary to monitor the selected narrowband
continuously, because to identify the arrival of PU [9-11]. In
order to monitor the selected narrowband, a NSS is required.
Based on these requirements, many researchers have
developed different algorithms for NSS and WSS [12].
There are three major limitations that are identified from
the literature which are faced by traditional NSS and WSS
techniques and they are

i. Most of the NSS techniques are developed under
cooperative scenarios. If the information/ characteristics of
the PU are unavailable, then these techniques are ineffective
because of unknown threshold values for decision making.
ii. All traditional NSS techniques are unaware of SU signal
characteristics. When a SU is occupied in a band these
approaches are failed to identify the presence of the SU user.
iii. The WSS methods provide poor performance in
fading channel conditions and they suffer with the more
system complexity.
From these motivations, a new algorithm is developed in
this research for narrowband & wideband spectrum sensing
using AMC and TFT.
II. PROPOSED SPECTRUM SENSING TECHNIQUES
In the proposed approach of AMC and TFT based SS,
TFTs are used for WSS and AMC is used for the NSS. TFTs
are capable of tracking the amplitude and frequency changes
with respect to time. With the help of joint TFD it is possible
to visualize entire wideband spectrum whether the
narrowband are vacant or busy. The block diagram of WSS
using TFTs as shown in Fig. 1. Initially, the signal is
preprocessed for eliminating the out band noise then TFT
scalogram is applied for extracting the joint Time-Frequency
information. For WSS, proposed MST and MFSWT [13] are
used as TFT for extracting the spectrum holes.
Let r(t) is the received wideband signal. Then the MST of a
signal r(t) is given by [14-15]
S(f, ) = - r(t)g(t -  ) e-i2ft dt

where g(t) is a scalable gaussian window and it is given by
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The Energy Density (ED) is extracted from the TFT output
for detecting presence of PU in the channel. The ED of the
received signal using TFT is obtained as

E(t, f) = |S(f, )|
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where K, l and m are positive integers, f is signal
fundamental frequency
The received signal r(t) includes PU signal s(t) and noise
n(t) introduced in the signal due to either AWGN or fading
conditions. The received signal r(t) at the SU is given by

r(t) = s(t) + n(t)
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Fig. 1. Wideband Sensing with Proposed TFT

E(t, f) = | r(t)g(t - ) e -i2ft dt|

2

(5)

The received signal about kth narrowband PU is
(6)

Therefore, the ED of rk(t) for the absence of PU and
presence of PU are given by

E 0 (t, f) = | n k (t)g(t - ) e - i2ft dt|
(7)

E(t, f) = |(s

k (t) + n k (t))g(t- ) e

2

- i2ft dt| 2

In this method, first the narrowband signal is selected
through the proper filtering and then the signal is passed
through a modulation recognition device which produces the
modulation format Mi of the received signal. Further, the
decision making device compares the modulation format of
the received signal with the known sets of {MP} and {MS}.
If modulation type is not matched with {MP} and {MS}, then
it is identified as vacant i.e. no signal is present in that band.
If it Mi matches with {MP}, then the decision is PU is present
else SU is present. The model of narrowband sensing with
AMC is shown in Fig. 2.
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

(8)

E(t, f) = |s
(9)
where

k (t)g(t - ) e

- i2ft dt| 2 + E 0 (t, f)

E 0 (t, f) and E1(t, f) are ED of kth user if absent

and present respectively.
The SS problem can be formulated with a binary
hypotheses test as
)

(10)

To illustrate the performance of TFT and AMC approach
for SS, a wideband signal with four different narrowband
frequencies and five active parts is considered for the
simulation. The frequency components and active parts
information of the wideband signal are shown in Table 1 and
Table 2. To construct wideband signal, four different
frequencies are considered which are used in TV
broadcasting.
Table 1 Users Information

where H0 and H1 are the hypothesis of PU absent and
present respectively.
All traditional methods are unable to differentiate the
occurrence of either PU or SU in a busy spectrum band. In
order to differentiate PU with SU, dissimilar sets of
modulation formats are allotted to PUs and SUs. The PUs use
set {MP} modulation formats. All SUs uses different set of
modulation formats {MS} for their communication. The NSS
is done by checking the modulation format of the narrowband
signal with the use of AMC schemes, for decision making.
All traditional NSS algorithms produce binary decision
whether the user is present or absent. But, with the use of
AMC the proposed approach produces three outputs and they
are, spectrum band is vacant, PU is present and SU is present.
Received
signal

BPF

AMC using TFT &
PRCs

Mi
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1
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4
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Fig. 2. Narrowband Sensing with AMC
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Table 2 Model of wideband signal
Sl. No.

Active Part

Users Present

1
2
3
4
5

A₁
A₂
A₃
A₄
A₅

U1, U2, U3 & U4
U2, U4
U1, U3
U2, U3 & U4
U1, U2, & U4

varied with time and frequency. From the PSD, it is also
possible to identify the presence of PUs at every time instant.

The wideband SS with proposed MST is illustrated in Fig. 3.
It is observed from Fig. 3, about the presence of user as well
as absence of user. In A1, all PUs are present so that there is
no free channel for SUs. Whereas in the second active part,
first and third users are present, and second, fourth users are
absent. The spectrum holes are represented with black dots in
each active part. Similarly, the spectrum holes in all other
active parts are clearly identified using the proposed TFTs.
Fig. 5 Mesh diagram of the wideband signal with TFT
The WSS with proposed MST under multipath fading
channel are illustrated from Fig. 6 to Fig. 9. The sensing is
done under fading channels such as Rayleigh and Rician.

Fig. 3 Wideband SS with proposed TFT under ideal
channel
Scalogram plot of the wideband signal using proposed TFT is
illustrated in Fig. 4. For better detection and localization of
the PUs, the scalogram is obtained from the absolute values
of MST. From the Fig. 4, it is depicted that how the PUs are
bruptly changes their presence in the channel. The frequency
information of PUs at each active part is clearly displayed in
the scalogram.

Fig. 6 WSS under Rician fading and AWGN with 10dB
SNR
It is portrayed through the Fig. 6 that the wideband sensing
under Rician fading channel using proposed TFT approach.
For simulation, four paths are chosen with random path gains
and doppler shifts. From the simulation result, it is observed
that Rician fading doesn’t affect the sensing accuracy even
though the PSD of the PUs is changed with time.
It is depicted through the Fig. 7 that the wideband sensing is
observed under Rayleigh fading channel using proposed TFT
approach. For simulation, four paths are chosen with random
path gains and doppler shifts. From the simulation result, it is
examined that even though the received signal doesn’t have
any dominant component, it achieves better sensing
accuracy.

Fig. 4 Scalogram of the wideband signal with TFT
The power of each PU in joint time-frequency plane is
illustrated in Fig. 5. It is depicted that the power of each PU is
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Fig. 10 Comparison of PD vs SNR in AWGN
The performance of proposed approach with that of existing
methods is shown in Fig. 10. From this, it is depicted that at
lower values of SNR, the proposed TFT based SS method
provides better performance in terms of probability detection
under AWGN channel conditions than the existing
approaches.

Fig. 7 WSS under Rayleigh fading and AWGN

IV. CONCLUSION
A new algorithm is developed for narrowband and
wideband SS using AMC and TFT. Spectrum scenario at any
instant of time is visualized the proposed TFT& AMC
approach. Further, the PU and SU are distinguished with
AMC algorithm. Different fading cases are considered to
verify the efficiency of the proposed method for spectrum
sensing. The performance of proposed AMC and TFT based
spectrum sensing technique is analyzed under different
channel conditions. From the analysis, it is proved that the
TFT provides better performance for wideband spectrum
sensing, compared to that of existing methods.
Fig. 8 WSS under Rician fading and AWGN
It is portrayed through the Fig. 8 that the wideband sensing
using proposed TFT approach under Rician fading and
AWGN is obtained with SNR of 0dB. From the simulation
result, it is observed that the proposed method provides better
performance under fading conditions, where most of the
traditional techniques is failed in sensing.
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